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This         is         a         pleasant         walk         exploring         the         Sheldon
Forest         from         the         1st         Turramurra         Scout         Hall         to
Troon         place         in         Pymble.         The         forest         is         one         of         the
few         remaining         pieces         of         the         Blue         Gum         high         forest
in         the         Sydney         Basin,         and         is         supported         by
community         bushcare         programs.         This         walk
meanders         through         rainforest         for         the         most         part,
following         a         stream         that         boasts         a         number         of         small
waterfalls.
Sheldon         Forest

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

1.8         km
50         mins
33         m
One         way
Track:         Moderate
0.6         km         SSW         of         Turramurra
train         bus         car

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start the start of this walk:-33.7388,151.1318 & for the end:-33.7477,151.1277

                  
 Wildwalks  
 Download the free Bushwalk Australia eMag
 The eMagazine is produces by the community at bushwalk.com and the Wildwalks team
 Bushwalk.com Australia's most active bushwalking forum - Check it out.
 Happy Reading. Matt :)   

 Scout hall    
 The 1st Turramurra Scout Hall has a car park and a tap at the front. It also offers some shelter under an awning and a
fire place out the back. For more information on scouting, contact Scouts Australia NSW on (02)9735 9000. More info  

1st Turramurra Scout Hall to Int. of Jubilee Ave and Sheldon Forest tracks  0.1km 2 mins 
 (From S) From the car park in front of 1st Turramurra Scout Hall, near the top of Warragal Rd, this walk heads around
the hall (keeping the hall to the left) and along the track, past the clearing and the 'Please leash your dog' sign to an
intersection at a 'Jubilee Ave' sign.  

Int. of Jubilee Ave and Sheldon Forest tracks to End of Jubilee Ave  0.1km 2 mins Alternative Exit: 
 (From 0.09 km) Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the 'Jubilee Ave' sign south-east down a gentle slope
and over a small bridged creek, to the end of Jubilee Ave.(End of the alternative exit track)  

Int. of Jubilee Ave and Sheldon Forest tracks to Int. of Kimbarra Ave and Sheldon Forest tracks 
  0.1km 3 mins 
 (From 0.09 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads along the Sheldon Forest track (the
unsignposted track), downhill in a south-westerly direction. The track soon narrows and soon comes to a 'Y' intersection
of tracks leading to Kimbarra Ave and Troon Place (signposted).  

Int. of Kimbarra Ave and Sheldon Forest tracks to End of Kimbarra Ave  0.1km 2 mins Alternative Exit: 
 (From 0.22 km) Veer left: From the intersection, the walk heads south towards the houses visible on Kimbarra Ave.
Soon, the track passes through the gap in the fence, at the end of Kimbarra Ave.(End of the alternative exit track)  

Int. of Kimbarra Ave and Sheldon Forest tracks to Int. near creek crossing  0.2km 5 mins 
 (From 0.22 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Troon Place' sign west, down a gentle
slope and around a right-hand bend. About 10m past a small rock platform, the track comes to the top of a set of stairs. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads down the steps and through a cleft in a rock, winding down
across a creek and up the other side to the next intersection.  

Int. near creek crossing to Waterhole  0.3km 5 mins 
 (From 0.45 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk heads down the metal staircase and follows the creek
through a closed or 'riparian' section of forest, with some small bridged tribultaries and steps along the way. The track
soon opens up and comes to a small waterhole (where the main track turns left up the hill ahead).  
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Waterhole to Bridge near waterfall  0.8km 10 mins 
 (From 0.79 km) Turn left: From the waterhole, the walk heads up the steep hill until it turns right as it flattens out. After a
few hundred metres, the track gently heads downhill and follows the side of the ridge through a tall, open forest until
reaching the signposted intersection of 'Sheldon Forest', 'Warragal Rd' and 'Troon Place' tracks, with a 'Rofe Park' sign. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk follows the 'Troon Place' arrow straight along the side of the ridge until
the track opens out into a taller forest and comes to the bottom of some steps. 
 Turn left: From here, the walk heads up the steps then curves around to the right, following the top of a small gorge. The
walk heads down a wooden staircase overlooking a waterfall, coming to a bridge.  

Bridge near waterfall to Troon Place(before road bridge)  0.2km 3 mins 
 (From 1.6 km) Continue straight: From the bridge, this walk heads upstream, along the southern side. The track follows
the riverbank past the back of some houses to a small clearing, crossing a wooden bridge and coming to Troon Place.  

 A         list         of         paper         topographical         maps         that         cover         this         walk
Hornsby 1:25 000 Map Series
 Sydney 1:100 000 Map Series

 Nearby         outdoor         and         camping         stores
All Camping Supplies 12 Railway Pde Thornleigh (02) 9481 0473
Kathmandu 236 Pacific Hwy (Westfield) Hornsby (02) 9476 1399
CampHikeClimb 20 George St Hornsby (02) 9476 5767
Mountain Equipment 72 Archer St Chatswood (02) 9419 6955
Larry Adler Ski & Outdoor 77 Archer St Chatswood (02) 9412 4777
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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